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The FOMC in
1993 and 1994:
Monetary Policy
in Transition

ening of consensus regarding the ultimate
goals and hmitations of monetary policy has
continued to develop: Economists and
Federal Reserve policyrnakers increasingly
agree that price stability should be the overriding long-run concern of the central bank,
serving as a foundation for maintaining
economic growth.
Monetary policy in 1993 and 1994 might
therefore be characterized as a period of transition. Only in hindsight will we know the
ultimate outcome of this process. This article
seeks to describe the nature of the evolution
to date. The next section describes the nature
of the multi-stage policy process embodied
in the framework of intermediate targeting.
Subsequent sections are organized within the
structure of this framework, focusing on the
way in which the intermediate targeting strategy has evolved during the past two years. In
particular, the article examines the growing
consensus for price stability as the ultimate
objective of monetary policy, describes the
continuing dc-emphasis of monetary aggregate
targeting, and discusses some issues relating
to the characterization of short-run policy in
1993 and 1994.

Michael P. Paklco
n the surface, an analysis of monetary
Jpolicy in 1993 and 1994 would seem to
AS? be a study in contrasts. During 1993,
there were no changes in the policy directives of
the Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC),
and short-term interest rates remained steady
throughout the year. In 1994, on the other
hand, the FOMC announced six separate policy
changes, each associated with highly pubhcized
increases in short-tenn interest rates. From a
broader perspective, monetary policy over the
past two years could be characterized as
reflecting an evolution of the Federal Reserve’s
instrument settings in response to strengthening economic growth. Policy remained
deliberately stimulative during 1993, as members of the FOMC cautiously evaluated the
robustness of the ongoing economic recovery
A careful reading of the policy record of the
FOMC and statements by its members, however, reveals that a shift to a more-neutral
policy stance was viewed as quite likely, though
the timing of the policy adjustments was in
question.
Beyond the short-term adjustments in the
Federal Reserve’s policy settings during 1994,
a number of additional themes characterize
monetary policy in 1993 and 1994. Over the
course of these two years, the relationships of
the monetary aggregates to economic activity
continued to depart from historical patterns.
As a result, the strategy of using monetary
aggregates as intermediate targets has become
less important in the process of formulating
policy and communicating its intent to the
public. At the same time, however, a broad-
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Since at least the 1970s, the Federal
Reserve’s monetary policy has followed a
multi-stage process, often referred to as the
“Intermediate Targeting” approach! The
underlying presumption of this strategy is
that some set of observable economic variables
can serve as indicators or operational targets
of monetary policy in a way that provides
information about the links between specific
policy actions and the ultimate goals of policy
Typically the intermediate targeting
strategy is presented in the economic literature
as a sequence of four levels of policy At the
most basic level are the tools of monetary
policy—the fundamental instruments over
which the Federal Reserve exerts direct control.
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These tools include reserve requirements, the
discount rate and open market operations.
The next stage, often referred to as the
operating instruments or proximate targets of
policy consists of measures which are directly
affected by policy actions, but which are not
under the direct control of the Federal Reserve,
Included in this category are those variables
that provide information on the market for
bank reserves. The actions of the Federal
Reserve’s open market operations directly
affect the supply of reserves available to the
banking system. Hence, readings on conditions
in the reserve market can be drawn by observing
either the quantity of reserves (measured by
some reserve aggregate or its growth rate) or
the interest rate in the market for inter-bank
reserve lending (the federal funds rate).
On the next level are the intermediate
targets of policy. Theoretically, intermediate
targets should have two key attributes: They
must be affected by the actions of monetary
policy and have a predictable relationship to
the ultimate goals of policy An ideal intermediate target would therefore serve to provide
timely information on the implications of
policy actions, allowing policymakers to make
mid-course corrections in response to readings
on the intermediate target. As the monetary
policy process has evolved over recent decades,
the intermediate targeting strategy has developed around the notion of using monetary
aggregates as intermediate targets. In fact, the
use of monetary aggregates is reflected in the
congressional mandate given to the Fed to
guide the conduct of policy requiring that the
Fed report “objectives and plans...with respect
to the ranges of growth or diminution of the
monetary and credit aggregates
Finally at the end of the spectrum are the
ultimate goals of monetary policy The success
or failure of policy can only be meaningfully
judged by its ability to achieve these goals.
Yet the particular criteria for making such a
judgment have not always been apparent.
Congress has legislated a number of objectives
for the Fed to pursue, which include economic
growth, high employment, stable prices and
low long-term interest rates. If the various
objectives seem, at times, to be incompatible
with one another, the legislation leaves unclear
how conflicts should be resolved.
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Within the intermediate targeting framework, the policymaking process can be thought
of as involving strategic and tactical decisions
relating the settings at the various levels.
As mandated by the Full Employment and
Balanced Growth Act of 1978 (otherwise
known as the Humphrey-Hawkins Act), the
FOMC evaluates its longer-term objectives
twice per year, reporting to the Congress on
its projections for economic activity and presenting its intermediate targeting objectives in
terms of monetary aggregate growth ranges.
This hi-annual exercise can be thought of as
establishing the objectives and strategy of
policy At each of its eight meetings per year,
the FOMC makes this strategy operational by
providing a “directive” to the Manager of the
System Open Market Account at the Federal
Reserve Bank of New York. This directive
specifies a short-term operating objective, cast
qualitatively in terms of a “degree of pressure
on Ibank] reserve positions.” The directive
also suggests the Committee’s inclination
toward modification of policy during the intermeeting period. The officials at the Open
Market Desk then carry out the tactical aspects
of the policy arranging day-to-day purchases
or sales of Treasury securities to achieve the
Committee’s objectives for proximate targets
(for example, the federal funds rate and reserve
aggregate growth), in some cases adjusting the
instrument settings in response to incoming
information regarding the intermediate target
variables.
Figure 1 illustrates the process in a stepby-step manner in a way which indicates the
links among the various stages and suggests
the type of feedback rules with which policy is
evaluated and modified. The strategic decisions
of the FOMC are represented by the directional
arrows running from ultimate objectives back
toward the tools of policy while the tactical
decisions of short-run policy implementation
run in the opposite direction.
As the structure of the economy and
economists’ understanding of its mechanisms
change over time, the Federal Reserve’s
approach to policymaking has evolved to meet
new challenges. This evolution of the structure
of policymaking is perhaps more significant
than the day-to-day and month-to-month
adjustments of the Fed’s policy instruments,
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but is ofien overlooked in analyses of monetary policy Subsequent sections of this article examine some of the emerging trends in
the adaptation of the FOMC’s policymaking
approach, organized within the context of the
intermediate targeting framework.
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The Fed’s Intermediate Targeting Strategy
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By tradition and legislation, the Federal
Reserve is charged with considering a number
of objectives in the formulation of monetary
policy For example, the Federal Reserve Act
as amended in 1977 specifies that the Fed is
to “promote effectively the goals of maximum
employment, stable prices, and moderate
4
long-term interest rates.” Federal Reserve
policymakers also seek to maintain “orderly”
financial markets, which operationally has
meant an apparent tendency to smooth interest
rate changes.
The existence of multiple goals raises
the possibility that two or more objectives
may come into conflict. Although congressional legislation specifies a number of goals,
it gives no clear guidance how potential conflict among objectives should be resolved.
Historically Federal Reserve policymakers
have tended not to specify the relationships
among the goals explicitly or how potential
conflicts are to be resolved, preferring instead
to defer to the need to retain flexibility in the
implementation of policy As Maisel (1973)
noted: “Frequently members of the FOMC
argued over the merits of a policy without
ever having arrived at a meeting of the minds
as to what monetary policy was and how it
worked. These problems were, and still are,
5
neither recognized nor clarified.”
Recently however, public statements by
FOMC members have tended to emphasize
the long-run consistency between the objectives of “price stability” and economic
growth, recognizing that the trade-off which
was once commonly thought to exist between
inflation and real economic growth does not
exist in the long run (see the shaded insert
titled, “Statements by FOMC Members on
Price Stability”). This view has been shaped
both by theoretical advances in macroeco-

nomics and the experience of the 1970s in
particular. As Federal Reserve Chairman
Alan Greenspan has noted:
“...the experience of the past three decades
has demonstrated that what appears as
a tradeoff between unemployment and
inflation is quite ephemeral and misleading. Over the longer run, no such
tradeoff is evident.. Experience both here
and abroad suggests that lo’cver levels of
inflation are conducive to the achievement
of greater productivity and efficiency and,
therefore, higher standards of living.”
From this perspective, the trade-offs
among the various goals of monetary policy
appear less in conflict with one another than
they are often perceived to be: In the long
run, the pursuit of price stability is consistent
with—perhaps even necessary for—the maintenance of economic growth and low long-term
interest rates. This view also stands in contrast
to many characterizations of recent monetary
policy by the media, which suggest that the
Fed’s policy is to deliberately impede economic
growth in order to subdue inflation! Nevertheless, there is often pressure from outside
the Federal Reserve to pursue policies which
promise to provide short-term gains in output and employment, but at the expense of
potential inflationary consequences in the
longer term.’
Despite the general support for price
stability such broad statements of purpose
remain somewhat vague as operational objectives. As Chairman Greenspan described the
issue: “...price stability does not require that
measured inflation literally be zero but rather
is achieved when inflation is low enough that
changes in the general price level are insignif-
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STATEMENTS BY FOMC MEMBERS ON PRICE STABILITY
While their views ofien differ in emphasis and with regard to specific policy recommendations, members of the FOMC display a broad unanimity of opinion regarding the ultimate long-run objectives of monetary policy:
“1 believe that the primary goal of

“...the Federal Reserve seeks to foster
maximum sustainable economic growth
and rising standards of living. And in that
endeavor, the most productive function
the central bank can perform is to achieve
and maintain price stability”
—

policy is to promote economic growth and

employment and that the Federal reserve
can best pursue this goal by fostering a
stable aggregate price level over time.”
—J. Alfred Broaddus,Jr., President,
Federal Reserve Bank
of Richmond

Alma Greenspan, Chairman,
Federal Reserve Board

“Inflation has to, by default, take primacy because that is what we can control
in the long run
—

“We now know that maximum
sustainable economic growth is achieved
when changes in the price level cease to
be a factor in economic decision-making.”

Alan Blinder, Vice Chairman,
Federal Reserve Board

-.

“The Federal Reserve is committed to
keeping inflation down not for its own
sake, but because it is important for long-

in the long run the most significant
contribution monetary policy can make to
achieving maximum sustainable growth
in real output is to foster price stability”

term economic growth for this country.”
—

Thomas C. Melzer, President,
Federal Reserve Bank
of St. Louis

Lawrence B. Lindsey, member,
Federal Reserve Board

—

“I think in general we’ve made good
progress on price stability but it’s not
something where you can say ‘We’ve won
the battle and we can go home.’ It’s something we always have to pay attention to.”
— Susan M. Phillips, member,
Federal Reserve Board

Gary H. Stern, President,
Federal Resen’e Bank
of Minneapolis

“I think we all agree that the goal of
monetary policy is to promote maximum
sustainable growth over time...But just as
important, and consistent with this goal,
the Federal Reserve must work toward
ensuring an environment of price stability”
— Thomas M. Hoenig, President,
Federal Reserve Bank
of Kansas City

“Keeping inflation low is a necessary
ingredient for maximizing sustainable
economic and job growth.”
Edward G. Boehne, President,
Federal Reserve Bank
ot Philadelphia

“...in the long run the most significant
contribution we can make to economic
growth is by providing a low-inflation
environment, and we have made progress
in that area...”

“What monetary policy can do to

promote long-run economic efficiency is
to stabilize the aggregate price level and to
create a climate of confidence about the
outlook for price stability”

—

—Jerry L. Jordan, President,
Federal Reserve Bank
of Cleveland
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FOMC Central Tendency Projections
Variable
1993

1994

1995

NommalGflP
RealGOP
(P1
Unemploymentrate

Feb. 93

July 93

5~/~6
3—3%
2% 2/~

5 5%
2% 2%
3 3%

6Y.—7

6%
5 6’/~

NominulGOP
RenIGOP
(P1
Unemploymentrote

2%—V,
3—3%
6/~ 6%

Feb. 94

July 94

Actual
5,0
31
27

63
5%—6

3 3%
Abow3

ÔY—6%

Nometal GOP
ReolGOP
(P1
Unemployment rote

5°,4—4
3~30/,

6,5

2%—3

2,7

6—6%

56

43

5 5%
2V —2%
2
2%3%
6 6%

Note Unemployment rate refers tothe average level forthe fautifi quarter. All other data represent fourth qeanter-ta’fourth qniorter percentage changes
economic outcomes over this time horizon,
the distinction between Committee members’
expectations and objectives are somewhat
unclear in these projections.
The notion of price stability as the ultimate goal of monetary policy and the recognition of the importance of long-term planning horizons have led some to advocate the
introduction of some form of explicit longrange price level or inflation target to the
monetary policy process.” Recent policy
reforms in New Zealand, Canada and Great
Britain have moved in this direction, with
apparent success to date. Advocates of such
a policy for the United States emphasize the
importance of credibility in monetary policy;
that is, individuals and businesses are more
likely to have faith in the Fed’s ability to
maintain price stability when there is a clear
commitment to a specific objective.”
Indeed, the importance of inflation
expectations and the role of Fed credibility
in the formation of those expectations are
issues which have been emphasized in recent
statements by Chairman Greenspan: “The
effects of policy on the economy critically
depend on how market participants react to
Federal Reserve actions as well as on expectations of our future actions.” As an example
of the importance of expectations, Greenspan
has suggested that a significant feature of the
economy’s slow emergence from the 1990-91

icant for economic and financial planning.”°

However, many questions remain unresolved: What price index should be used for
measurement? What rate of inflation corresponds to “price stability”? Should the Fed
pursue objectives stated in terms of price
levels or inflation rates? What operating
procedures should be used to achieve the
objective? What is the relevant time frame
for achieving and maintaining price stability?
The emphasis on the benefits of longrun price stability suggests the potential efficacy of establishing long-run objectives for
monetary policy Under the present structure of policy formulation, the only quantitative method of communicating long-term
expectations regarding the objectives of policy is the hi-annual economic projections of
the Committee, which are presented by the
Chairman of the Board of Governors in each
of the Humphrey-Hawkins reports to
Congress. Table 1 reports the central tendency measures of these projections reported
in 1993 and 1994. Note that these projections extend only 12 to 18 months. More
importantly, it is unclear how the forecasts
submitted by FOMC members incorporate
anticipated monetary policy actions. Tinsley
and others (1981) refer to the nature of these
projections as “economic weather forecasts
with provisions for cloudseeding.” To the
extent that the Fed’s policy actions effect
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one of the crucial issues in monetary policy
in 1995 and beyond.

Monetary Aggregate Objectives

wp

Ranges (percentage growth rates)

Date of Meeting
Feb. 2-3, 1993
Julyó-7, 1993

Target Period

M2

1992:04 1993:04
1992:04- 1993:04
1993:04 1994:04
1993:04— 1994:04
1993:04—1994:04
1994:04 —1995:04

2 toó
Ito 5
ito 5
ito 5
ito 5
ito 5

—

.-.

Feb 22. 1994
July 20,1994

‘‘Statement before the Committee
an Banking, Housing, and Urban
Affairs, U.S. Senate, February 19,
1993. Federal ReserveBulletin
(Aprf 1993, p. 293).
Statement befare the Joint
Economic Committee, U.S. House
of Representotees (December 7,
1994).

‘~
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During the first holf of 1993, both
M2 mmd MI were running below
the growth rornges otiginally speci
fled by the Committee in Februnry
1993. Reflecting uaceraainty
regarding the factors distorting the
oggregutes’ gmwlln rates, the
raoges were lowered in Imly of
1993 (see Table 2).

ru See Paofe (1994).
Maisel (1973) provides on insider’s view of this pellod of monetary
policymaking.
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M3

aniflfnfln~P.ri

Debt

Va to 4~
Oto4
Oto 4
Oto 4
Oto 4
0 to4

bs~$JH1Jt.E~fl

nir coor.-wnso or .Ws.2

4~/,mBA
4 toO
4 toS
4to 8
4to 8
3 tol

Perhaps the most fundamental modification to the intermediate targeting strategy
witnessed over the past two years has been the
continuing dc-emphasis ofthe monetary targets
as operational objectives. This is not to say
that the aggregates are now disregarded altogether as indicators of policy but rather that
the prominence they once held in discussions
of policy has diminished significantly
Table 2 reports the ranges specified by
the FOMC for money and credit growth in
1993 and 1994, and Figure 2 displays actual
measures of the monetary aggregates relative
to these target ranges. Despite the lessened
emphasis on attaining monetary aggregate
targets as a policy objective (discussed further
below), the aggregates finished both years
5
within the specified growth ranges.’
There is good reason to consider measures
of the money stock as important indicators
of the thrust of monetary policy Both theoretically and empirically the growth rate of
money and the rate of inflation are known to
be closely related—at least over long periods.
This relationship can be clearly observed in
comparisons of inflation rates and money
growth rates across countries, and consideration of trends within a single country over
extended periods of time.’° Over shorter time
horizons, however, the relationship is much
less apparent. This is at least partly attributable to the fact that measured monetary
aggregates are, at best, an approximation of
economists’ conceptual notion of “money”
From month to month or quarter to quarter,
substitution among various assets often
makes the growth rates of the aggregates difficult to interpret. Moreover, the rapid pace
of financial innovation in recent years has
changed the nature of the aggregates, further
complicating their interpretation.
The FOMC began to consider monetary
aggregates as operational objectives of policy
explicitly in its directives in 1970.” The status
of the aggregates took on more prominence
over the years, and their role as intermediate

recession was a need to restructure balance
sheets, which in turn was partly attributable
to inflation expectations: “households and
businesses apparently were skeptical that inflation would continue to decline and. may even
have expected it to rebound. As a consequence,
many may have shaped their investment decisions importantly based on expectations of
inflation-induced appreciation of asset prices
rather than on more fundamental economic
considerations.””
The idea that monetary policy should
be charged with a single specific objective
of price stability is not new. Tn 1989, Representative Steven Neal, D.-North Carolina,
introduced legislation which would have
mandated such a framework. At the time,
the Neal proposal was met by favorable reactions from Chairman Greenspan and other
FOMC members. More recently Senator
Connie Mack, R.-Florida, has indicated his
intention to introduce legislation in 1995 for
the purpose of modifying the HumphreyHawkins framework to eliminate references
to employment and interest rate objectives,
and to direct the Federal Reserve to limit CPI
inflation to less than 2 percent per year.
Chairman Greenspan has responded that he
favors such legislation in principle, but has
demurred on the issue of a numerical objective: “I have always argued that it would be
useful for us.. to be required to focus crucially
if not solely; on domestic price inflation... [but]
I would be more inclined to go to a more
general type of requirement for the central
bank
‘4
The issue of whether to charge the
Federal Reserve with a specific long-run
price stability mandate is likely to remain as
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Monetary Aggregates
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targets was written into the congressional
mandates beginning with House Concurrent
Resolution 133 in 1975 and later in the 1978
Humphrey-Hawkins legislation. The use of
monetary aggregates as intermediate targets
in the United States reached a high point
during the period from October 1979 until
the autumn of 1982, when the FOMC placed
greater emphasis on monetary growth in an
effort to establish a credible policy of halting
and reversing the rising trend of inflation.
While both Ml and M2 were cited as operational objectives, primary attention at the
time was focused on the narrow aggregate
Ml. By the mid-1980s, however, the relationship of Ml to overall economic activity
had apparently changed so much that it
seemed less desirable as an intermediate target. In fact, reference to Ml was removed
from the FOMC’s policy directives starting
with the October 1982 meeting, and the
Committee stopped reporting annual growth
’e
objectives for Ml in
1987
The issue of which monetary aggregate
is appropriate for guiding policy has a Tong
and controversial history in discussions of

monetary policy Some economists, emphasizing the transactions role of money have
typically favored narrower measures such as
Ml. Others, who stress the additional role of
money as a store of value, suggest that broader
aggregates like M2 are more appropriate as
indicators of available purchasing power.
While such theoretical considerations are
certainly considered by policymakers, the
FOMC’s choice of intermediate target has
typically appeared to be guided more by
observations on the consistency and stability
of relationships between the aggregates and
economic activity
In the absence of reliable information
from Ml afier the mid-1980s, the broader
aggregate M2 naturally took on greater
prominence. In the early 1990s, however,
the relationship between M2 and overall
economic activity also began to show signs
of deterioration. One way of summarizing
this relationship is to consider the vet ocdty of
M2—the ratio of the total dollar value of GD?
to M2. Figure 3 illustrates the historical
behavior of M2 velocity Until recently this
measure has shown little tendency to display
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velocity: They pointed out that the use of
the three-month T-biIl yield to measure
opportunity cost may not fully capture the
range of alternative yields relevant to the
public’s demand for M2.” Experimenting
with a broader range of opportunity cost
measures, Feinman and Porter found that
using loan rates and longer-term Treasury
yields helped to explain the behavior of M2
velocity in the 1980s and l990s. This explanation seemed particularly relevant given the
steepness of the yield curve that prevailed in
1992: If longer-term assets were, in fact,
good substitutes for the components of M2,
then the relatively high rates of return on
long-term instruments may well have been
attracting funds out of M2, depressing its
growth rate.
Although this insight helped to account
for unusually slow M2 growth to some
extent, its explanatory power was apparently
insufficient to sustain FOMC members’ confidence in M2 as an intermediate target
beyond mid-1993. In discussing the deemphasis of M2 at the Humphrey-Hawkins
hearings in July 1993, Chainnan Greenspan
described how quickly this confidence had
evaporated: “The evidence as of, say the end
of last year, would suggest that it was probably correct to assume that M2 was becoming
increasingly faulty Six months later, it’s
becoming extraordinarily persuasive.”
As further observations became available, the yield curve explanation became
even more untenable as a significant explanation for the rapid growth of M2 velocity
In particular, the sharp flattening of the yield
curve in 1994 appeared to be associated with
little if any slowdown in velocity growth.
Although the slow growth of M2 in
recent years is not fully explicable, at least
two additional transitory special factors have
contributed to the weakness. First, the large
decline in interest rates during 1991 and
1992 stimulated extensive refinancing of
long-term debt, particularly mortgages. In
the refinancing process, mortgage servicers
tended to hold funds in highly liquid
deposits prior to transferring the balances to
investors holding the underlying mortgagebacked securities. The large volume of funds
moving through liquid deposit accounts

Velocity and Opportunity Cost of M2
M2 Velodty (ratio)
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any trend rate of growth, fluctuating around
a constant value of approximately 1.65.
As shown in Figure 3, much of the variability of M2 velocity around its trend can be
related to a measure of opportunity cost.
The opportunity cost measure illustrated in
Figure 3 is defined as the difference between
the interest rate on three-month Treasury
bills (considered to be an alternative to holding M2 assets) and a weighted average of the
rates of return on assets included in M2.
When the opportunity cost of holding M2 is
high (that is, when the return on M2-type
assets is relatively low), the growth rate of
M2 tends to be lower than it otherwise
would be as people take advantage of other,
higher-yielding alternatives. Hence, the
velocity of M2 tends to rise above its trend.
It is clear from Figure 3 that this relationship has recently departed from its typical historical pattern. While the measured
opportunity cost of holding M2 has been
quite low during the early 1990s, M2 growth
has been uncharacteristically slow so that
velocity has risen far above its average level.
As the breakdown of this relationship
became apparent in the early l990s, Federal
Reserve officials searched for explanations.
In a staff study presented to the FOMC at the
meeting of November 17, 1992, Feinman
and Porter (1992) suggested one possible
explanation which seemed to account for
some of the anomalous behavior of M2
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associated with this activity had the effect of
boosting the measured growth rate of the
monetary aggregates. As this refinancing
activity declined in 1994, the associated runoff of liquid funds tended to dampen monetary growth rates.” This factor is clearly
temporary in nature, and it is likely that
inter-aggregate flows associated with refinancing activity had subsided by mid-1994.
A second possible factor contributing to
uncharacteristically slow M2 growth is the
recent surge in popularity of bond and equity
mutual funds. Figure 4 illustrates net assets
of these instruments over the past several
years. A significant portion of these funds
appeared to be flowing from time deposits
and money market mutual funds, which are
both included in M2. Figure 4 illustrates the
correspondence between the recent period of
sharply rising M2 velocity and the period of
dramatic mutual fund growth. To the extent
that portfolio shifis from M2 assets into
mutual funds has accounted for the anomalous behavior of M2 growth, an aggregate
that includes mutual funds along with M2
assets (called M2 Plus) could potentially perfonn better than the conventional M2 definition. Researchers at the Board of Governors
investigated this possibility and the matter
came up for discussion at the FOMC meeting of July 6-7, 1993. This research suggested that although the velocity of M2 Plus was
somewhat less anomalous than that of M2,
the inclusion of mutual funds did not fully
eliminate the recent velocity puzzle.”
Accordingly the minutes of the FOMC
report that “after examining the properties of
this measure and reviewing its past behavior
in relation to key indicators of economic performance, the members concluded that it
would not enhance the formulation or
implementation of monetary policy, at least
at this point.”
Subsequent experience appeared to have
borne out the Committee’s assessment. As
illustrated in Figure 4, flows into mutual
funds have slowed dramatically during 1994
as interest rates have risen. M2 growth,
however, has remained uncharacteristically
slow, with its velocity reaching record highs
toward the end of the year.
In recognition of these unusual factors
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M2 Velocity and Net Assets of
Bond and Equity Mutual Funds
M2 Velodty (ratio)
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affecting the growth rate of the monetary
aggregates, the FOMC lowered its growth
objectives for M2 and M3 at its July 1993
meeting (see Table 2). In his subsequent
report to Congress, Chairman Greenspan
indicated that the Committee had also decided to dc-emphasize its consideration of M2
as a policy target: “At least for the time
being, M2 has been downgraded as a reliable
indicator of financial conditions in the economy and no single variable has yet been
identified to take its place.”
The lack of any particular measure to fill
the role previously played by monetary
aggregates has fundamentally altered the
ostensible control strategy of the intermediate targeting approach, with members of the
Committee left to rely on “ongoing assessments of the totality of incoming information and appraisals of the probable outcomes
and risks associated with alternative poli5
cies.” More importantly the ability of policymakers to communicate long-term policy
intentions is greatly diminished by the
absence of meaningful monetary targets.
Although monetary targets have never been
the sole guide for FOMC policy decisions,
they did provide a useful framework for
assessing short-run policy adjustments in a
context of longer-run objectives. In the
absence of intermediate targets, public attention has become more focused on short-term
adjustment in the federal funds rate and discount rate.
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FOMC Directives and Measures of Monetary Policy Stance
Directive far

lntarmaeting Stance Taward

Result from Change in Reserve Pressure...

Funds rate
“target’

Reserve Pressure

Lesser Restraint

Greater
Restraint

Date of Change

maintain
maintain
maintain
maintain
maintain
maintain
maintain
maintain

would
would

would
would

might

would

might

would

might
might
might
might

might
might
might
might

WA
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3M0
300
300
3.00

3.00
3.00
3.00
300

Feb. 3-4
Mar. 22

increase slightly
increase slightly

might
might

might
might

May 17
Jul. 5-6
Aug. 16
Sep.21
Nov. 15
Dec. 20

increase samewhat
maintain
increase samewhat
maintain
increase significantly
maintain

might
might

might
would
would
would
would
would

2/4/94
3/22/94 &
4/18/94
5/17/94
N/A
8/16/94
N/A
11/15/94
WA

3.25
330
3.75
425
425
4.75
t75
550
5.50

3.00
3.00
300
3.50
3.50
400
4.00
4.75
4.75

Meeting

Discount rate

1993

Feb. 2-3
Mar. 23
May18
Jul. 6-7
Aug. Il
Sep. 21
Nay. 16
Dec. 21

300
300
3.00

300

1994

*

would
might
would

might

Federal funds rote expeded to be consistent with desired reserve restraint.
occasions, with the cumulative effect of these
actions reflected in an increase of around
2’!, percentage points in the federal funds rate.
Table 3 summarizes the actions taken by the
FOMC at its meetings over the 1993-94 period.
The appendix to this article summarizes the
discussions that took place at those meetings.
As is always the case when the FOMC’s
policy decisions are associated with interest
rate increases, the Fed has been criticized in
1994 for hampering the economy by pursuing
overly “tight” monetary policy However, it is
not clear that the policy moves taken in 1994
should be considered particularly restrictive.
Rather, the stated intentions f the Committee
0
have been to move the stance of policy from
one of “accommodation” to “a more neutral
posture.”
The steady policy pursued in 1993 was
recognized by Committee members as being
purposefully accommodative. Lacking any

Although developments in the evolution of
the FOMC’s policy framework described above
are significant, it is the meeting-to-meeting
actions of the Committee and their effect on
short-tenn interest rates which have attracted
the attention of the pubhc. From 1989 through
1992, the FOMC endorsed a policy of easing
reserve restraint, permitting rapid growth
of bank reserves and facilitating 25 distinct
declines in short-term interest rates, cumulating in nearly a 7 percentage point drop from
previous peaks. During 1993, the Committee
called for “maintaining the existing degree of
pressure on reserve positions” at each of its
meetings, and the federal funds rate remained
fairly constant at around 3 percent. In 1994,
on the other hand, the Fed announced actions
to increase reserve pressure on six separate
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MEMBER.S OF THE FOMC IN 1993 AND 1994
At any given time the Federal Open Market Committee consists of 12 voting members.
The Committee includes all seven members of the Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System as well as five of the 12 presidents of the regional Federal Reserve banks.
Reflecting the importance of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York in pohcy implementation, the president of that Reserve Bank i always a voting member and is, in fact, elected as
Vice Chairman of the Committee (the Chairman of the Board of Governors as elected as
Chairman of the FOMC) The remaining four positions rotate among the presidents of the
other 11 Federal Reserve banks. Although only a limited number of Federal Reserve Bank
presidents are voting members of the Committee, all 12 attend the meetings and participate
in the discu sions.
In addition to the usual rotation of Federal Reserve Bank presidents as voting members
of the Committee, the Committees composition in 1993 and 1994 changed due to changes
in the membership of the Board of Governors and the presidency of the New York Fed
Listed below are the voting members of the FOMC in 1993 and 1994

1993
Alan Greenspaen
Chairman, Boardof Governors
E. Gerald Camigan/William J. McDonough*
President, Federal Reserve Bank of New York
Dawid W. Mullins, Jr.
Vice Chairman, Board of Governors
Wayne D. Angel!
member, Board of Governors
John P. LaWare
member, Board of Governors
Lawrence B. lindsey
member, Board of Governors
Susan M. Phillips
member, Board of Governors
Edward W. Kelley, Jr.
member, Board of Governors
Edward G. Boehne
President, Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia
Silas Keehn
President, Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago
Robert 0. Mcteer, Jr.
President, Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas

1994
Alan Greenspun
Chairman, Board of Governors
William J. McDonougli
President, Federal Reserve Bank of New York
Alan S. BlinderI
Vice Chairman, Board of Governors
Janet L Yelled
member, Board of Governors
John It LaWare
member, Board of Governors
Lawrence 8. Lindsey
member, Board of Governors
Susan M. Phillips
member, Board of Governors
Edward W. Kelley, Jr.
member, Board of Governors
J. Alfred Broaddus, Jr.
President, Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond
Robert P. Forrestal
President, Federal Reserve Rank of Atlanta
Jerry L Jordan
President, Federal Reserve Bank of Clevelond

Gary H. Stem
President, Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis

Robed T. Parry
President, Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco

*

The lose FOMC meeting attended by Mr. Cardgan was May 18, 1993. Mt McDanaugh begon his tenure with the FOMC art the meeting ofAugust1/, 1993.
At the meeting ofJuly 6-1, 1993, Mt Jomes H. Oltman, First Vice President of the New York Fed, served as alaemote far Mn. Cortigon.
Mt Blinder’s tenure on the FOMC began with the meeting ofJaly 5th, 1994.

Ms. yellen’s tenure on the IOMC begun wth the meeting of August 16, 1994,
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Minutes of the Federal Open Market
Committee Meeting of July 67,
1993. Federal Reserve Bulletin
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Committee, United States Congress,
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“
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1994. Federal Reserve Bulletin
(May 1994, p. 4081.
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clear guidance from the behavior of monetary
aggregates, this characterization of policy was
based on the observation that short-term interest
rates remained extraordinarily low, particularly
in relation to the underlying rate of inflation,
With short-term interest rates and inflation
both holding at about 3 percent, short-term
real interest rates (inflation adjusted) were
close to zero, The Committee members viewed
the maintenance of such low levels of interest
rates as being an unwise and unsustainable
policy over the long run: “. , history strongly
suggests that maintenance of real short-term
rates at levels prevailing [in 19931 ultimately
would have fueled inflationary pressures.”
This policy was maintained in an effort
to alleviate a number of special factors which
appeared to be inhibiting a strengthening of
the economic recovery. In his testimony before
Congress in February 1993, Greenspan cited
a need for balance sheet restructuring by
households and firms, difficult adjustments
associated with business restructuring, and
the contractionaay effects of cuts in federal
defense spending.
Throughout 1993, the members of the
Committee were circumspect regarding the
accommodative nature of policy. At both
the May and July meetings, the Committee
endorsed a policy which—although calling
for no immediate change in the stance of
policy—specified a bias toward the possibility
of increasing the degree of reserve restraint
(see the appendix). The Minutes oF the July
meeting reveal that some members “commented that while the need for any policy
adjustment during the period ahead seemed
somewhat remote, the next policy move was
more likely to be in the direction of some
firming than toward easing.””
At a hearing before the Joint Economic
Committee of Congress in late January 1994.
Chairman Greenspan clearly indicated that a
move toward greater reserve restraint was not
a matter of if, but of when: “At some point,

1995

the Committee agreed to a proposal to have the
Chairman announce the move. “The purpose
of such an announcement, which would be a
departure from past Committee practice, was to
avoid any misinterpretation of the Committee’s
action and its purpose.”” (See the shaded
insert titled “Policy Disclosure,”)
As the year progressed, further increases
in the degree of reserve pressure were undertaken on five additional occasions, three of
which were accompanied by increases in the
discount rate (see Table 3 and the appendix).
The Committee proceeded with the tightening
in this step-by-step manner in recognition of
the difficulty of knowing precisely what trading
range for the federal funds rate was appropriate:
“‘it is an open question whether our actions
to date have been sufficient to head off inflationary pressures and thus maintain favorable
trends in the economy.”°
At the same time, Committee members
expressed a desire to move decisively enough
to head off emerging inflationary expectations.
In the discussion surrounding the V percentage
2
point increase in the fed funds rate and discount rate taken on August 16, members
noted thai “a more decisive policy move might
reduce the need for further tightening later...
by helping to curb inflationary expectations
more effectively.””
In fact, the objective of subduing inflationary expectations was a prominent consideration in the FOMC’s policy deliberations
in 1993 and 1994. One of the indicators used
to discern these expectations is the slope of
the yield curve, the steepness of which had
been of concern to policymakers for some
time. As early as February 1993, Greenspan
had pointed out that “The steep slope of the
yield curve and the expectations about future
interest rates that the slope implies suggest
that investors remain quite concerned about
32
the possibility of higher inflation...,”
Although conclusions about inflationary
expectations embedded in the yield curve
should be interpreted cautiously, the reaction
of the term structure of interest rates to the
policy moves taken in 1994 provides an
interesting perspective on those events. As
illustrated in Figure 5, the initial increases in
short-term interest rates during 1994 were
accompanied by shifts in the entire term

absent an unexpected and prolonged weak-

ening of economic activity, we will need to
move [short-term interest rates] to a more
neutral stance,~ln At the next meeting of the
FOMC, the first step in that direction was
taken. Because this move was the first tightening ofpolicy to be undertaken in some time,
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POLICY DISCLOSURE
Another u sue with which the Committee grappled throughout 1993 and 1994 was
the timing of, and extent to which, policy decisions should be announced to the public.
Traditionally, the policy decisions of the FOMC have been closely guarded sec eta, with
minutes of each meeting issued only afier the subsequent meeting had concluded (so that
the current ope ational directive was never made public) The purpo e of thus confidentiality
was to avoid the possibility of financial market instabulity in the wake of policy changes, as
well as to give the FOMC more flexibility in the implementation of policy. This p actice has
always been controversial, and criticsm of the Fed’s traditional secrecy had recently intensified, particularly among some members of Congre
The FOMC recon idered the disclo
sure issue during 1993 and experimented xv th announced pohcy changes during 1994.
The issue of public disclosure wa discu sed at the fir t FOMC meeting of 1993, as the
Committee considered a p eliminary eport of a subcommittee that had been e tablished to
e amne vanous issues relating to the release of informatoon about Committee meetings and
decisions The member ag eed that the public should be fully informed about policy
decisions but expressed concern that ‘release of information hould not be allowed to compromise the ove ndong objective of making and implementing the best pos ible decision
At the July 6-7, 1993 meeting the issue arose again in the context of medna reports of
the purported results of the May meeting before the Committee had made pubhc any infor
mation about that meetong.’ On that occa on the members ~agreed
that particular care
needed to be taken for some period before and after each of ots meeting to prevent leaks.
An extended di cussion of alternatve for eleasing detailed infonnatoon on the delrberatoon of the Committee took place at the meeting of Novembe 16 1993. The
Committee agreed to authorize ‘hghtly ed ted t anscripts of past meeting and to relea e
the tr n cripts to the public five years after the meeting , subject to the edaction of especially sensitive materials.
The i sue of pubhc announcements took on g eater p ominence at the first meeting of
1994 when the Committee decided to announce the short-term policy decisuon promptly
after the meeting The purpose of this announcement was to “avoid any mrsinterpretation
of the Committee action and ots purpose Because this would be the fir t tightening polocy
actoon. [since early 1989 ] it as likely to att act on iderable attention ‘ Commottee
members were c r ful to point out that they did not consider thu announcement to set any
precedent for future announcements
Neverthele s each of the subsequent changes in policy during 1994 were followed by a
b ief announcement at the conclusuon of the m eting. The announcements were generally
brief but g e qualitative onformatmon regarding the nature of the policy dcci ron and also
ga e an indication as to the magnitude of federal funds rate alterations that would be asso
ciated with the change - For instance, a statement follossrng the meeting of Augu t 16,
1994 combined the announc ment of a ,Cpercentage point increase in the di count rate
with an announcement that the I OMC had decided that this increase would be allowed to
show th ough completel into intere t rates in reserve markets”.
At the meeting ofJuly 5 6 1994 the Committee addressed the issue of announcing the
outcome of a decision to leave polocy unchanged. The members agreed to “provide a brief
and informal indication that the meeting had ended and that there would be no further
annôuncenienms.” A siunilar announcement of “no further announcements” was released at
the conclusion of the Septeonher and December meetings. In early 1995, the Comanitiee
endorsed the practice of having the Chairman issue a brief statement describing policy
actions after each meeting as a regular practice.

All qootes in this shaded insert ore
token lrom ‘lorioos issues of the
Federal Reserve Bulletin.
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on reserve positions” on six separate occasions
in 1994, after leaving policy unchanged over
the course of 1993. The most readily observable response to these developments has been
the rise in short-term interest rates. It is often
asserted that the Fed is responsible for pushing
short-term interest rates higher, and that both
the intent and the effect of these rate increases
is to slow economic growth. On the other
hand, interest rates reflect the balance of supply
and demand in credit markets. Hence, when
economic activity is accelerating and credit
demands rising, market forces should he
expected to push interest rates higher and
the Fed’s actions in the market for bank
reserves could be interpreted as allowing
those market forces to work. For economists
evaluating the impact of the FOMC’s policy
decisions, the distinction between these two
perspectives is of great importance. Is the
Fed actively attempting to manipulate the
course of the economy or merely adjusting
the settings of its policy instruments to meet
evolving economic conditions?
One can take several approaches to
addressing this question, none of which is
entirely satisfactory. Perhaps the simplest
approach is to examine the behavior of the ra’ov
data summarizing FOMC policy actions—the
instruments or proximate targets of policy
Figure 6 illustrates the recent behavior of the
federal funds rate, the most widely monitored
measure of the stance of monetary policy
After declining from 1989 through 1992, the
funds rate remained fairly stable at around
3 percent during 1993 and then gradually rose
to 5.5 percent during 1994. It is the increase
in this key short-term rate which most
observers point to as a measure of the delihcrate tightening of monetary policy in 1994.
However, a perusal of the hehavior of
longer-term interest rates illustrated in Figure 7
shows that many interest rates began to rise
before the FOMC’s first policy adjustment in
February 1994. Long-term interest rates
reached their lows during September and
October of 1993, and rose through most of
1994. Figure 8 suggests a reason for the
upward pressure on rates: Demand for credit,
represented by the volume of commercial
bank loans, picked up dramatically during
the latter part of 1993. Taking these devel-
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structure. By April 29, after the first three
‘/4 point increases in the federal funds rate,
the three-month and 30-year yields had risen
by roughly equivalent magnitudes. Yields on
intermediate-term maturities had risen by
somewhat greater amounts, suggesting that
investors expected that further increases in
short-term rates were likely in the near future.
By early November, the yield curve had shified
further, but with the spread between long-term
and short-term yields narrowing: From the
beginning of the year, three-month yields
had risen by more than 2 percentage points,
while the yields on 30-year bonds had risen
about l’/4 percentage points. The response of
the term structure to the 75 basis point increase
in the federal funds rate on November 15 is
even more striking. Longer maturity yields
actually declined following that change, and
continued to trend downward until the end
of the year. This unusual pattern of rate
movements—and the flattening of the yield
curve that they represent—suggest that by
the end of 1994, inflationary expectations
were responding favorably to the cumulative
impact of the FOMC’s policy moves.

cju,aAcTnJ•z~~No
POLfCY
•CHANGES: A SEA CNA.NGE
OR M.ERELY A COURSE
•tORflt:TIO~N?
As described in the previous section, the
FOMC acted to “increase the degree of pressure
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opments into consideration, the FOMC’s policy
approach in 1994 might be more accurately
described as one of not preventing a natural
increase in interest rates, rather than one of
deliherately pushing rates higher.
Another raw measure of the thrust of
monetary policy is the growth rate of nonborrowed reserves. Although the FOMC
itself does not presently define its policies in
terms of reserve growth, the supply of nonborrowed reserves is directly affected by the
Fed’s open market operations. Changes in the
demand for reserves largely reflects fluctuations
of the checkable deposits component of Ml.
As illustrated in Figure 9, a reserve-based view
suggests that policy in 1993 was not as static
as suggested by the stability of the fed funds
rate. Rather, to maintain a stable funds rate,
reserve growth was allowed to fluctuate rather
widely throughout the year. Figure 9 also
shows that by recent historical standards, the
average growth rate of reserves in 1993 was
quite rapid. Reserve growth dropped off
sharply during 1994, turning negative in the
latter part of the year.
Economists who take a narrow-money
approach view the rapid growth in nonborrowed reserves, the monetary base and Ml in
1993 as suggesting that policy was not neutral.
Such a view is based on the notion that rapid
growth in money will, with a lag, cause rapid
growth in aggregate demand. According to
this view, policy might be characterized as
being highly expansionary in 1992 and 1993,
with an abrupt reversal in 1994. Such stopand-go policy, illustrated in Figure 9 by wide
fluctuations in the growth of nonborrowed
reserves, is thought by some to exacerbate
the business cycle.
Given these somewhat disparate indications from the proximate targets of monetary
policy and the ambiguity of distinguishing
between deliberate changes in the stance of
policy from endogenous responses to broader
economic developments, economists have
sought to develop more specific methods of
identifying major Federal Reserve policy shifts
and distinguishing them from minor policy
adjustments. One approach, pioneered by
Friedman and Schwartz (1963) and recently
extended by Romer and Rotner (1989), is the
“narrative approach.” This approach seeks to
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identify discrete shifts in pohcy by examining
qualitative measures of policy: for instance,
the statements issued by the FOMC and its
members. Romer and Romer developed criteria
for distinguishing turning points in policy,
which identif~’a policy “shock” as a situation
“in which the Federal Reserve attempted to
exert a contractionary influence on the economy in order to reduce inflation.”” These
events can be thought of as deliberate changes
in the overall thrust of policy.
Although many observers might characterize the FOMC’s policy decisions in 1994 as
constituting such a policy shock, it is hard to
justify this conclusion using the Romer and
Romer criteria. In particular, the Romers
exclude from their classification episodes in
xvhich the FOMC acted to prevent the emer-
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Another approach to characterizing policy
follows a statistical methodology to isolate
what is known as a Federal Reserve reaction
function. By examining historical data, this
approach attempts to identify components of
FOMC policies which are predicable reactions
to emerging economic data. After controlling
for these factors, the movements in the Fed’s
instruments which remain unexplained are
interpreted as constituting policy innovations
or shocks.
Figure 10 illustrates the identification
of innovations using a model suggested hy
Bernanke and Blinder (1992). In the model
used to generate the shocks illustrated in
Figure 10, the federal funds rate is used as the
measure of policy and the Fed’s reaction function is assumed to depend on a measure of inflation (as measured by the CPI) and a measure
of real economic activity (the unemployment
rate for males ages 25-54). The FOMC’s
reaction fionction is estimated to depend on
inflation and unemploymnent over the prior
six months, with the remaining movements
of the fed funds rate taken to be exogenous
policy innovations (that is, deliberate acts by
the FOMC, rather than standard responses to
emerging economic developments) .°°
The series of innovations illustrated in
Figure 10 is much more variable than one
might ordinarily associate with deliberate
FOMC policy changes.” The innovations
appear more to reflect random variability in the
series than deliberate, discrete policy changes.
It could be argued, however, that it is the
cumulative effect of small innovations to the
funds rate which are important in evaluating
the overall thrust of monetary policy
Figure 11 shows the cumulative impact
of the innovations identified in Figure 10.
When the shocks are added up over time,
they provide a more readily interpretable
account of the thrust of monetary policy
with easily identifiable turning points. For
example, this cumulative measure suggests
that policy was roughly constant from 1985
through 1987 (a period when the fed funds
rate itself was generally falling), then tightened
rather dramatically during 1988. The period
from 1989 through 1992 is characterized by
a gradual easing of policy Note, however, that
the stability of the fed funds rate during 1993
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gence of inflationary pressures (as opposed
to responding to current inflation). For
example, they specifically exclude an episode
in 1.966, in which “the Federal Reserve’s stated
intent was clearly not to reduce aggregate
demand, but rather to prevent outward shifis
in aggregate demand that it believed would
otherwise have occurred.”°’ The similarity to
recent events is evidenced by the widespread
interpretation of the Fed’s 1994 policy actions
as being preemptive in nature. Just as the
Romers describe for 1966, “the perception of
the economy’s strength was based not just on
current data but also on projections
‘° Ex
post, analysts who follow a narrative approach
to characterizing Fed policy might consider
1994 to constitute a policy shock, but it is
not apparent that it is when one applies the
cx ante criteria of the Romers.
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is not associated with an unchanging policy
thrust using this measure. Rather, the relatively
low level of the funds rate in 1993 is associated with a series of negative shocks which,
when cumulated, suggest that the policy was
increasingly stimulative throughout the year.
In 1994, innovations to the funds rate
were generally positive. Note, however, that
the cumulative impact of innovations in 1994
did not nearly approach the level of restraint
implied by this measure of policy for 1987,
when the federal funds rate itself rose by far
less than it did last year. It also should be
noted that Figure 11 provides little information on which to judge the absolute position
of a neutral policy stance. Although the
cumulative position of the shocks end near
zero, this level should be interpreted as representative of the average degree of reserve
restraint over the estimation period, 1959-94.
(In fact, that the cumulated residuals end the
period at zero is true by construction.) This
period was characterized by an average inflation
rate of 4.75 percent and an unemployment rate
of more than 6 percent. Hence, this level of
cumulative adjustment in the funds rate is
neutral only if these outcomes are deemed
desirable (and if the estimated equations
are, in fact, stable over time).
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CONCLUSION
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In spite of the marked contrast between
the character of policy actions of the FOMC
in 1993 versus 1994, in a broader context the
actions of the Committee can be interpreted
as part of a continuing process of evolution
in the strategy and tactics of the conduct of
monetary policy The two-year period was
characterized by a continuing rhetoric supporting the pursuit of long-term price sn.abfiity,
with policy actions taken in the context of
this objective.
The changing nature of the U.S. financial
structure and the general economic environment, however, have made the rigorous pursuit
of monetary aggregate objectives more difficult to justify and the past two years have
wimessed the Committee grappling with issues
regarding the appropriate conduct of policy
in the absence of reliable signals from various
money stock measures.
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SUMMARY OF FOMC MEETINGS IN 1993 AND 1994
able not only to arrest the possible emergence
of greater inflation but especially to promote
further disinflation.”

t6tflRWy2~’J,1993
At the outset of 1993, the information
available to the FOMC suggested that economic
activity had picked up sharply toward the end
of the previous year. Committee members
cited numerous conditions that led them to
believe that the expansion would continue
throughout 1993: “Structural impediments
to the expansion seemed to be diminishing
as the financial condition of households,
business firms, and financial institutions
continued to improve.” Deficit reduction
programs, expected to be announced by
President Clinton, were additional signs
that interest rates could fall.
Nevertheless, it was noted that “the
outlook remained subject to a good deal of
uncertainty” The Committee agreed, unanimously, that immediate policy should be “to
maintain the existing degree of pressure on
reserve positions.” The directive left open
the possibility of accepting either greater or
lesser reserve restraint, should conditions
during the intermeeting period warrant.
S
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Mqy 18, 1993
At the May 18 meeting, the FOMC was
presented with staff projections which suggested that “economic activity would grow at
a moderate pace and that such growth would
foster a gradual reduction in margins of unemployed labor and capital.” This analysis
included portions of the Clinton Administration’s fiscal package pertaining to the long run.
The Committee also saw “evidence of a slower
economic expansion and a higher rate of
inflation since late 1992
“In the view of a majority of the members,
wage and price developments over recent
months were sufficiently worrisome to warrant
positioning policy for a move toward restraint
should signs of intensifying inflation continue
to multiply” Nevertheless, “some members
preferred to retain a directive that did not
incorporate a presumption about the likely
direction of a change in policy..during the
intermeeting period. They were concerned
that adopting a biased directive might prove
to be an overreaction to temporary factors
and to a short-lived upturn in inflationary
sentiment that was not warranted by underlying economic conditions.” In the end, the
Committee adopted an asymmetric directive
which suggested an inclination toward
greater reserve restraint rather than lesser.
There were two dissents from this decision,
which reflected widely divergent perspectives.
Mr. Boehne saw the adoption of a biased
directive as being unwananted, since “underlying economic conditions did not point
toward an extended period of higher inflation.”
In contrast, Mr. Angell dissented “because he
believed that the persisting indications of rising
inflation.. called for a prompt move to tighten
monetary policy”

A review of recent economic activity at
the March meeting found the expansion continuing at a moderate pace in the first few
months of 1993, after strong gains during the
latter part of 1992. Short-tenn market interest
rates remained relatively unchanged though
long-term rates fell substantially It was noted
that in early March, “Treasury bonds and
conventional fixed-rate mortgages reached
their lowest levels since 1973.”
The policy directive adopted by the
Committee called for “maintaining the existing
degree of pressure on reserve positions.”
Again, the Committee decided upon a symmetric directive for guiding policy during
2
the intermeeting period.
Governors Angell and Lindsey dissented
from the Committee’s decisions because they
were concerned about the inflation outlook.
They favored “an immediate move to tighten
reserve conditions..Such an action was desir-

..,

,.

In the discussion of short-term policy
at the July meeting, mixed signals on the
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performance of the economy and questions
about fiscal policy “contributed to considerable
uncertainty about the outlook.” Some members were concerned, however, that “despite
the very sluggish behavior of the broad measures of money thus far this year, monetary
policy was relatively expansive as evidenced
by a variety of other indicators including the
growth in narrow measures of money and
reserves and the very low levels of money
market interest rates.” Several members went
on to point out that in the face of worsening
inflation expectations, an unchanged policy
could be more accommodative than intended.
Most members indicated that there was
“little or no reason to change monetary policy
in either direction.” Consequently the degree
of pressure on reserve positions was left
unchanged. The Committee also retained the
asymmetric bias towards restraint that was
adopted at the previous meeting. ML Angell
dissented, preferring an immediate tightening
of reserve restraint.

‘995

but also appeared to have improved confidence
in financial markets.”
A number of factors were cited as sources
of concern. New taxes associated with the
deficit reduction legislation and uncertainties
about health care reform were said to have
generated “cautious attitudes among business
executives.” The outlook for net exports was
also “cited as a negative factor.”
The Committee decided to maintain the
short-term policies of the August meeting.
°

~‘

i’c’overioerio, ruYa
Information reviewed at the November
meeting continued to suggest the maintenance
of a sustained, but moderate expansion. Some
evidence of strengthening was cited. The
Committee, however, noted that “economic
activity clearly remained sluggish or even
depressed in some parts of the country and
overall business attitudes could still be described
as cautious.’ Fiscal policy developments—in
particular, uncertainty regarding health care
reform and the ongoing retrenchment of defense
spending—continued to be cited as factors
which were likely “to inhibit the expansion
over the year ahead.” In hindsight, this view
might be characterized as being overly pessimistic: The fourth quarter of 1993 turned
out to be one of the strongest quarters for
economic growth in recent memory, with real
GDP rising at a rate of 6.3 percent. Data
revealing this strength, however, were not
generally available until early 1994.
In this context, the members of the
Committee unanimously agreed to support a
directive which called for “maintaining the
existing degree of pressure on reserve positions and that did not include a presumption
about the likely direction of any adjustment
to policy during the intermeeting period.”

August 17, 1993
At the August meeting, the members of
the FOMC saw little information in recent
developments which would alter the “outlook
for moderate and sustained growth in economic
activity” Although many members noted
that current policy was associated with very
low short-term interest rates, there was also
“no compelling evidence that current monetary policy was fostering credit flows usually
associated with speculative excess or impending
increases in price pressures.”
With these considerations in mind,
Committee members agreed “to the desirability
ofa steady pohcy course.” Accordingly the
Committee voted to “maintain the existing
degree of pressure on reserve positions.” The
directive gave no indication of a preference for
altering this stance in either direction during
the intermeeting period.

UCCIMT/ttc&t..21, IVY-i
By December, indicators were beginning
to suggest that economic activity had picked
up in recent months, with strength observed
in consumer spending, durable equipment
purchases, construction and industrial production (particularly in the automotive sector).
Meanwhile, price indexes “pointed to little
change in inflation trends.” In their comments
about recent developments, Committee

Scj,~tembe;r21, 1993
At the September meeting, Committee
members noted that general economic activity
remained moderate at best, with considerable
disparities existing across locales and industries. Deficit-reduction legislation that was
passed in July “imphed increased fiscal restraint
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members observed that the positive signs “had
fostered appreciable improvement in business
and consumer sentiment
Members also
recognized, however, that the strengthening
was not geographically uniform and that a
number of factors continued to exert constraining influences. Particular concerns cited
included “balance-sheet rebuilding, business
restructuring and downsizing activities, and
the downtrend in defense spending.”
In discussing the directive for the
upcoming period, most members “indicated
that they could support a directive that called
for maintaining the existing degree of pressure
on reserve positions,” with no bias toward
adjusting conditions one way or the other
during the intermeeting period.
Messrs. Angell and Lindsey both dissented,
citing the belief that current policy was overly
accommodative, and “needed to be adjusted
promptly toward a more neutral stance.” Mr.
Angell also stressed that the Committee should
focus on “forward-looking indicators such as
the price ofgold and the estimate of the natural
rate of interest provided by the yield on fiveyear Treasury notes. He favored an immediate
increase of 50 basis points in the federal
funds rate.. Mr. Lindsey commented further
that a modest policy move now would appropriately signal the Committee’s concern
about the potential for inflation.”

5993

the proposed slight policy adjustment at
this point, but many observed that additional
firming probably would be desirable later.”
The directive adopted by the Committee at
this time, however, retained an unbiased
instruction with regard to possible intermeeting adjustments.
During the subsequent intermeeting
period, federal funds traded at a rate of
around 3¼percent—approximately ~/4 percent higher than the rate that had prevailed
throughout 1993.

M~arch22, 1994
Information reviewed at the March meeting
indicated that the economy “expanded appreciably further in the early months of 1994,
despite unusually severe winter weather.”
In discussing policy for the upcoming
period, “all the members supported a further
move toward a less accommodative policy
stance.” As a conceptual objective, it was
agreed that policy should strive toward
reaching a “more neutral position.” The
members generally concluded that “such a
policy stance was still some distance away
and the key issue facing the Committee was
not whether but by how promptly the necessary adjustment should be completed.”
After a discussion of the possible magnitude of policy adjustments for the upcoming
period, the Committee decided to duplicate its
previous policy move, seeking to increase
slightly the existing degree of pressure on
reserve positions, with no explicit asymnmetry
in the intermeeting stance. “Messrs. Broaddus
and Jordan dissented because they preferred a
stronger move toward a more neutral policy
stance.” They viewed recent increases in
long-term interest rates as indicating rising
inflation expectations, and perceived that “the
principal policy risk had become one ofremaining accommodative for too long a period.”
Subsequently, incoming data suggested
considerable strength in the economy and
“indications that financial markets were less
likely to be destabihzed by a further policy
action.” Against this background, on April 18,
“the degree of accommodation in reserve
pressures was reduced a little further.” Each
of the policy moves resulted in federal funds
rate increases of about ¼percent.

F4brucrry 34 1994
By the time of the FOMC’s first meeting
of 1994, incoming economic data revealed
that a sharp increase in economic activity
had taken place in late 1993 and that the
data available for the early weeks of the year
“suggested appreciable further gains.”
During the Committee’s discussion,
“members generally expressed concern about
a buildup in inflationary pressures.. especially
if what they currently viewed as a very accommodative monetary policy were maintained.”
With regard to policy for the upcoming period, members “favored an adjustment toward
a less accommodative policy stance, though
views differed to some extent with regard to
the amount of the adjustment.”
After discussing options involving the
magnitude of possible policy adjustments, “all
the members indicated that they could accept
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May 17, 1994

The Committee generally agreed that “a
prompt further tightening move was needed
to provide greater assurance that inflationary
pressures in the economy would remain subdued.” Consequently the FOMC approved a
directive which called for “increasing somewhat
the degree of pressure on reserve positions.”
It was agreed that if the Board of Governors
approved a n/ percentage point increase in the
2
discount rate (as was expected), that action
should be allowed to be reflected fully in
reserve market conditions. Given that members
generally expected “that a further policy action
was not likely to be needed for some rime,”
the directive adopted by the Committee
included a symmetric instruction regarding
possible intermeeting adjustments.

At the meeting of May 17, 1994, the
Committee reviewed evidence “of considerable momentum in the economic expansion.”
Members noted that “the expansion over the
first half of the year was likely to be a little
stronger than had been expected at the time
of the March meeting.”
In the context of current policy Committee
members “favored prompt further action to
remove much of the remaining accommodation
in the stance of monetary policy at least as
measured by real short-term interest rates.”
Consequently the Committee adopted a directive which called on the Open Market Desk
to “increase somewhat the existing degree of
pressure on reserve positions.” A symmetric
policy toward intenneeting period adjustments
was adopted. It was agreed that “the adjustment should fully reflect the r/ percentage
2
point increase in the discount rate that the
Board of Governors was expected to approve
later in the day”°
Li

Changes in thediscount rate are initiated by the individual federal
Reserve honks, betmust be oppraved
by the Board of Ganernors hefore
becoming effective. This division
of responsibility undedies the rather
odd circumstances surrounding
increoses in the federal funds rate
and discount mtes in 1994. In
each case, the FOMC endorsed
policy which incorporated expected
changes in thediscount rate, which
had already been proposed by the
Federal teserne banks and which
were approved by the Board of
Gonernors as part of the overall
policy charge.

C 4

Septi.mbcr 27, 1994
Data reviewed at the September meeting
suggested that “the pace of economic expansion remained substantial, though it appeared
to have moderated slightly in recent months.”
Moreover, staff projections “suggested that
growth in economic activity would slow appreciably over the next several quarters.” Previous
policy moves were seen to have “elicited only
a mild response thus far in interest-sensitive
sectors of the economy” and output growth
was “near maximum sustainable levels.” It
was judged that “the risks of some rise in
inflation rates probably had increased.”
Nevertheless, most of the Committee
members felt “that the recent evidence did
not warrant an immediate further tightening,”
given that there had been an “appreciable
tightening of policy approved in August.”
It was expected that incoming information
during the intermeeting period might “provide
a firmer basis for judging the course of the
economy and the risks of greater inflation.”
Consequently the Committee approved a
directive that called for “maintaining the
existing degree of pressure on reserve positions,” but which also included “a shift from
the symmetry in the August directive to
asymmetry toward restraint.”
Mr Broaddus dissented from this directive,
believing “that a prompt move to somewhat
greater monetary restraint was needed at this
point,” given “signs of increasing price pressures and rising inflationary expectations.”

7004
S ~

Information reviewed at the July meeting
indicated that the economy grew substantially
in the second quarter, but that expansion was
expected to slow somewhat over the balance
of the year. Given uncertainty regarding the
extent of the economy’s slowing and the effects
of previous policy moves, most FOMC members considered “that it would be prudent for
the Committee to assess further developments
before taking any action.”
Consequently the policy directive adopted
for the upcoming period called for “maintaining
the existing degree of pressure on reserve
positions,” although it also included a bias
toward the possibility of increasing the degree
of reserve pressure prior to the next meeting.
“Mr. Broaddus dissented because he believed
that additional near-term tightening was necessary to contain inflation.”
4~..74

1995

7004
-

Although the pace of the economic
expansion remained substantial, information
reviewed by the Committee in August suggested some slowing. Staff forecasts suggested
“that the economy was operating close to its
long-run capacity”
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slowing in economic activity over the next
few quarters, but this outlook was predicated
on the assumption “that monetary policy would
not accommodate any continuing tendency
for aggregate demand to expand at a pace
that could foster sustained higher inflation.”
In their discussion of economic developments,
Committee members “saw scant evidence at
this point of any moderation in the growth
of overall economic activity”
In their discussion of policy for the
intermeeting period ahead, many members
anticipated that “the need for further monetary
restraint was highly likely” A majority however, advocated no change in policy at least
through the beginning of 1995, preferring a
pause in order “to assess the underlying
strength of the economy and the impact of
previous monetary restraint.” Given the
probable need for further tightening at some
point, a majority agreed that uhe directive
should express an asymmetry “tilted toward
restraint.”
Mr LaWare dissented from this directive,
favoring an immediate policy tightening. He
cited “high and increasing levels of utilization
in labor and capital markets” as indicating a
risk of rising inflation, and feared that inaction
by the Committee ‘could heighten inflationary
expectations by raising concerns about the
System’s commitment to the objective of sustainable, noninflationary economic growth.”

By the November meeting, incoming
information suggested that “growth of the
economy remained substantial,” and “members commented on widespread statistical
and anecdotal indications of considerably
greater strength in the business expansion
than they had anticipated earlier.” In this
context, members “saw a considerable risk
of higher inflation.”
In their discussion of near-tenn policy “all
the members agreed that the current stance of
monetary policy presented unacceptable risks
of embedding higher inflation in the economy”
Although members “acknowledged the difficulty of judging the precise degree of monetary restraint that would be needed to attain
the Committee’s objectives,” most members
advocated “an unusually sizable firming of
monetary policy” Others were reported to
have “preferred a less forceful policy move,”
taking a more “cautious approach.”
Ultimately all members ended up supporting a directive calling for a “significant
increase” in reserve pressure, which was to
take account of a 3/4 percentage point increase
in the discount rate. Given the relative forcefulness of this move, the Committee adopted
a directive that was symmetric with regard to
intermeeting adjustments, although it was
noted that “a symmetric directive would not
prevent an intermeeting adjustment if nearterm developments differed substantially
from expectations.”

Vesemnor 217. 1924,
Information reviewed at the December
meeting suggested “a further pickup in economic growth in recent months.” The forecast
presented by the staff suggested a marked
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